Feed refresher
Feed Master

Pushing feed easily

QUALITY MADE IN AUSTRIA

BEFORE:
After the first feed, the animals pushed away
the fodder and partially sorted it.

AFTER:
As a result of feed pushing with the
MAMMUT feed refresher, all components are
thoroughly mixed through again and loosened up.

Feed always supplied fresh
Following the strenuous feed preparation process from distributing in the silage stock and correct
compacting through to clean silage removal, the quality of a „Total Mixed Ration“ should not be lost after
mixing, of course. In order that the feed quality is also retained after the first feeding phase, the fodder
should be loosened up a number of times daily. With the feed refresher „Forty“ or „Fortuna“, this step can
be conveniently combined with cleaning the feeding table.

TOP FEED QUALITY
The spiral drum returns feed that has been pushed
away to the feeding table again. Instead of simply
pushing and compacting the feed, the MAMMUT
feed refresher loosens and mixes up the ration
continuously. This prevents unnecessary compaction
and the associated secondary fermentation and
quality losses. At the same time the feed remains
clear of contaminants.

INCREASED BASIC FEED CONSUMPTION =
INCREASED PROFITS

Constant mixing and aeration during feed pushing maintain
the feed quality.

The loosened feed retains its fresh flavour and encourages the animals to consume greater quantities.
Selection during feeding is prevented and this promotes the consumption of the farm’s own basic feed,
which stimulates milk or meat production in the animals. This saves on feed resources and therefore
contributes to higher profits.

IMPROVED ANIMAL HEALTH
Studies have shown that more frequent pushing
and aeration have a positive effect on the health and
performance of the animals. It is possible to draw
conclusions regarding the health of the animals from
their feeding behaviour. Working with the FEED
MASTER takes away the laborious manual work,
although it remains possible to keep a constant eye
on the herd.

Fresh feed is attractive for cows: Loosening up during
pushing increases the basic feed intake.

Our know-how is your advantage
THESE ARE THE ADVANTAGES OF THE MAMMUT FEED REFRESHER
•Top feed quality: The feed retains a fresh flavour through renewed mixing and quality losses are
avoided. This also encourages the animals to consume greater quantities of feed and feed selection is
prevented.
•Eases the workload: With the feed refresher, manually pushing the feed is a thing of the past. This not
only saves time but also significantly eases daily work, in particular with fresh grass. At the same time, it
is still possible to keep a constant eye on the herd.
•Very clean work in the feeding table: The floor on the feeding table remains clean and the feed stays
free of contaminants.
•Suitable for every shed: The flexible MAMMUT feed refresher also delivers top results in older shed
buildings. Uneven floors are perfectly balanced out through pendulum compensation on the implement.
Because the feed refresher is mounted on a carrier vehicle, it can be used in multiple shed buildings.

Thomas Haselgruber
from Lengau, district of Braunau am Inn, Austria
dairy farm
“Our farm has 28 dairy cows and around 19 young ones.
Because we produce organic pasture milk, I mainly feed
the cattle with freshly mown grass in the summer, which is
brought to the feeding fence with the feed refresher from
MAMMUT. Since using the machine, I have noticed that
my animals are consuming a greater quantity of basic feed
– that is because the mown feed is constantly in reach of
the cows and is being repeatedly loosened. But above all, I
have noticed how quick and easy the work is: For me, the
FORTUNA SPEZIAL provides real physical relief.”

Prepare feed with the Mammut feed refresher
FORTY – FEED PUSHING MADE EASY
The compact drum of the Forty is mounted on both
sides. It is particularly ideal for use pre-mixed total
mixed rations (TMR). The feed refresher can be used
on a wide range of carrier vehicles and is therefore
suitable for flexible use in every shed system.

Standard equipment

Drive with oil motor
Three-point attachment
Three wheels
Clearing left or right
Rubber lip (floor clearing strip)

The floor of the feeding table is clean and constantly taken
care of.

Accessories

Front-loader, yard loader or EURO attachment
With ground adaptation (three-point attachment omitted)

FOR PROFESSIONAL USE: THE FORTUNA
The Fortuna combines efficiency and convenience
at the highest level. The large drum diameter facilitates the preparation of long-fibre feed, as well
as large quantities. In order to cover the demand
for concentrated feed throughout the day and to
encourage the animals to feed more frequently, a
concentrated feed container can be mounted with
this type of feed refresher. In the case of two-lane
feeding tables, which cannot be passed through,
MAMMUT also offers the Fortuna feed refresher
with a second drum for double-sided clearing.

Standard equipment

Drive with oil motor
Three-point attachment
Three wheels
Clearing left or right
Rubber lip (floor clearing strip)

Using the concentrated feed container with the Fortuna
(accessory) encourages the animals to consume a higher
quantity of basic feed.

Accessories

Front-loader, yard loader or EURO attachment
With ground adaptation (three-point attachment omitted)

Wheel-loader attachment with ground adaptation
(three-point attachment omitted)
Double-sided clearing
Concentrated feed container
Clearing plough for cleaning the feeding alley

FORTUNA SPEZIAL: Eases the workload with fresh grass
For many farmers, manually pushing fresh grass is all part of the daily routine: Pasture milk dairy farms
in particular like to provide fresh feed in the summer. Major challenges here are naturally the physical
workload on the one hand, but also supplying the cattle with a large quantity of fresh grass at the feeding
fence on a continuous basis, and in doing so also avoiding feed leftovers at the end of the day insofar as
possible.

BEFORE FEEDING: Any leftover feed can be removed with
the additionally available clearing plough.

The freshly mown grass is usually unloaded directly onto
the feeding table and should then be quickly moved to the
feeding fence.

MORE COMFORT IN THE BARN

FRESH FEED PERMANENTLY

MAMMUT provides mechanical support to the
distribution of freshly mown grass: The feed
refresher „Fortuna Spezial“ with its screw system
reliably transports the piles of grass to the feeding
fence. By additionally equipping the refresher with
the separately available clearing plough, it is possible
to deliver the feed to the animals in a single step
with ease, even with wide feed strips.

Due to the constant quantity of feed in the feeding
area, the cows are encouraged to consume a
greater quantity of basic feed.

The right feed refresher for every demand
Feed Master FORTY

Feed Master FORTUNA/FORTUNA SPEZIAL

Technical data
drum diameter

Technical data
490 mm

drum diameter

clearing width

1,35 m

clearing width

1,35 m

drive
oil requirement

with oil motor
from 25 l/min.

drive
oil requirement

with oil motor
from 30 l/min.

net weight

approx. 190 kg

net weight
Fortuna / Fortuna Spezial

bearing

double-sided

Standard equipment
Drive with oil motor
Three-point attachment
Three wheels
Clearing left or right
Rubber lip (floor clearing strip)

Accessories
Front-loader, yard loader or EURO attachment

with ground adaptation (three-point attachment omitted)

bearing

700 mm

approx. 350 kg /
approx. 410 kg
one-sided

Standard equipment
Drive with oil motor
Three-point attachment
Three wheels
Clearing left or right
Rubber lip (floor clearing strip)

Accessories
Front-loader, yard loader or EURO attachment

with ground adaptation (three-point attachment omitted)

Wheel-loader attachment with ground adaptation
(three-point attachment omitted)

Double-sided clearing
Concentrated feed container
Clearing plough for cleaning the feeding alley

www.agromarketing.at

Please contact us at any time for further information!
Simply call us on +43 (0) 7757 6701!
We will also find the ideal solution for your operation!

